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Label Type
Supplier Form # 

tested 1 CONVERTER Phone
LXK tracking 

code2 MS810 MS811 MS812

Dual Web Script Pharmacy (simplex)

Integrated Script Labels (simplex)

8717
Informative Rx 

Solutions (I-Rx)
(813) 727-9461 IC1 √ √ √

2014a
Staples Print 

Solutions
972-225-0255 SC1 √ √ √

Integrated Script Labels (duplex))

WristBand w/labels (simplex)

1= using 'label' setting;  2=LXK internal use printing-media identifier; √ =passed.

Special Printing-Media:

Dual Web Script Pharmacy (duplex)

This list is only intended to present label and card stock manufacturers who:  
1) have demonstrated an understanding of label requirements for Lexmark laser  printers as presented in the Lexmark Card Stock and Labels 
Guide;  
2) have submitted a samples to Lexmark  (several thousand sheets) of one specific design within a  category; and  
3) with this sample, have passed a set of criteria related to reliable performance of that product in the areas of feeding, toner adhesion,  
skew, contamination, etc.  Due to the variability in the manufacturer’s processes, Lexmark cannot stand behind, nor  be held responsible for,  
print performance of  material that is not identical (as determined by Lexmark lab) to what was tested. 
Air quality testing is not performed to check for odors or harmful fumes. The manufacturer is responsible to ensure that the materials used do 
not release harmful chemicals. This listing also does not consider other label characteristics, such as permanency and fading, which should be 
considered in the selection of the best product for an application. Due to the nature of the construction of most label material, there are a few 
situations that occur which are unavoidable and should be understood  prior to choosing a product or a printer model. An example would be 
stacking in the output bin being limited  due to “catch points” on some particular labels, or due to the label “rolling over” in a 550-sheet output 
bin. Another example would be media curl, which  could cause feed failures, that develops from extended environmental exposure when forms 
are removed from their packaging. The number of forms that may be loaded into the input trays will be limited due to the thickness and 
construction of the material. In general, greater care must be taken when loading special media into the tray and inserting the tray into the 
printer. It is strongly recommended that the customer test a quantity of material with their specific application(s) and environment prior to a 
major purchase, to ensure that the material performance meets their expectations. 
All materials should be flexed prior to loading into the paper tray. Some heavier material, such as card stocks and vinyl labels as well as coated 
material, should be flexed and fanned to achieve optimum feed performance. Maintenance procedures as outlined in the Lexmark Card Stock 
and Labels Guide must be followed to ensure proper performance. 
The listings provided here are alphabetical and are divided by product type. Absence of a check mark for a given product does not necessarily 
indicate failure of the material in that printer, it may simply mean that the material was not evaluated in that printer model. Skew variation and 
feed reliability with converted media from the multipurpose input trays may not meet specifications and is not recommended. Oiled fuser wipers 
– (black housing) were used in all simplex (one-sided only) printing evaluations. These wipers are included with Lexmark Cartridges for Label 
Applications. 
All simplex testing was performed at approximately 5% toner coverage. Running higher coverage applications, for example barcodes or graphics, 
could cause increased toner contamination in the printer. Again, customers are urged to test their specific applications. More frequent wiper 
changes may also help in these situations. 
Lexmark does not  ENDORSE or CERTIFY  CONVERTERS,  or  GUARANTEE  RESULTS FROM THEIR PRODUCTS. 

Duplex 
The precautions listed in this document apply to duplex printing of labels as well. Also, please refer to the “Duplexing Paper 
Labels” section of the Lexmark Card Stock and Labels Guide, available on the Lexmark website at www.lexmark.com. 
Lexmark printers are designed to operate over a wide range of environmental conditions, including humidity levels of 8% to 
80% and temperature ranges of 60o F to 90o F. Evaluating the material over  the  range of operating environments 
(temperature and humidity) that will be normally experienced is essential to reliable long-term performance. The Duplex 
section presents those converters who have demonstrated the ability to make a label that performs well over a range of 
environmental conditions. This evaluation, unless noted otherwise, does not include printing on the liner (backside of the 
labels). If noted otherwise, this means that the ability to print on the liner, including the joint between the liner and the 
paper, was demonstrated. Some degradation of print within 3mm of the joint may be expected.  




